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I dissent from acceptance of this final consent order for two reasons. First, in the
Agreement Containing Consent Order, respondent Facebook “expressly denies the allegations
set forth in the complaint, except for the jurisdictional facts.”1 Our Federal Trade Commission
Rules of Practice do not provide for such a denial.2 Beyond that, as I read Section 5,
Commissioners are authorized to accept a consent agreement only if there is reason to believe
that a respondent is engaging in an unfair or deceptive act or practice and that acceptance of the
consent agreement is in the interest of the public.3 I respectfully suggest that the whole reason
for requiring the Commission to conclude that there is “reason to believe” is to force the
Commission to come to grips with the probability that the respondent did engage in conduct
creating liability. I would further argue that in the real world, if the Commission allows the
respondent to expressly deny that it did engage in that conduct (or to use language that is
tantamount to an express denial), there is a questionable basis for us to conclude that that
probability exists (or that the consent is in the public interest either).4 Accordingly, I cannot find
that either the “reason to believe” or the “in the interest of the public” requirement is satisfied
when, as here, there is an express denial of the allegations set forth in the complaint.
I should add that I am also in favor of reconsidering Rule 2.32’s authorization of the
inclusion of language in a consent agreement that it “is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by any party that the law has been violated as alleged in the complaint.”
In comparison, the Securities and Exchange Commission’s informal procedures provide that, “it
is important to avoid creating, or permitting to be created, an impression that a decree is being
entered or a sanction imposed, when the conduct alleged did not, in fact, occur.”5 Accordingly,
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the SEC has adopted a policy not to permit a defendant or respondent to consent to a judgment or
order that imposes a sanction while denying the allegations in the complaint or order for
proceedings.6 Importantly, the SEC also has concluded that “a refusal to admit the allegations is
equivalent to a denial, unless the defendant or respondent states that he neither admits nor denies
the allegations.”7 I would encourage consideration of whether our authorization of language that
a consent agreement “is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission that
the law has been violated” is tantamount to a denial and if so, whether the Commission should
similarly embrace the “neither admits nor denies” model language.
Second, while I hope that the majority is correct in their assertion that the consent order
covers the deceptive practices of Facebook as well as the applications (“apps”) that run on the
Facebook platform, it is not clear to me that it does. In particular, I am concerned that the order
may not unequivocally cover all representations made in the Facebook environment (while a
user is “on Facebook”) relating to the deceptive information sharing practices of apps about
which Facebook knows or should know. For example, a reporter from Forbes recently disclosed
that while downloading an app on Facebook, a pop up screen informed users that “This app
shares articles you read and more on Facebook with:” and then allowed users to choose between
“public,” “friends,” or “only me.”8 The reporter assumed – as most users would – that choosing
“only me” meant that no one else would be able to see what one was reading when using that
app. However, to the contrary, according to this report, choosing “only me” merely meant that
your reading habits didn’t show up in your friends’ news feed or tickers on Facebook.9 Users
reading articles within the app would still see articles read by other users, even those users that
had chosen the “only me” option. Apparently there is no way to turn off sharing within the app,
except on an article-by article basis.10 I consider such inadequate disclosure to be deceptive
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Subsequently, some changes have been made to the Washington Post Social Reader
application download page. There is now a small question mark icon located next to the “who
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when it occurs in the Facebook environment, irrespective of whether that failure to fully
disclose stems from the conduct of the app or Facebook itself. I would include language in the
order to make that clear, lest Facebook argue subsequently that the Commission order only
covers deceptive conduct engaged in by Facebook itself.
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